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Thank you for the time you have invested and for valuable comments which will
help us improve the manuscript. Slope was calculated on the whole Digital Elevation Model (DEM) before clipping to parish level in order to ensure that correct boundary values were derived. The Slope function in the Spatial Analyst toolbox in ESRI ArcMap 10.5.1 was used to generate the slope map. The slope
function identifies the slope (steepness) from each cell of a raster using a 3x3
moving window to process the data. A more detailed description of slope calculation is found here: http://desktop.arcgis.com/en/arcmap/latest/tools/spatial-analysttoolbox/slope.htm. Medium slope values per parish where calculated as indicator of
terrain complexity. The SAGA Wetness Index was calculated with SAGA 5.0.0. In the
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PCA we standardized the variables, used varimax and determined the dimension by
Kaiser’s eigenvalue > 1 rule in combination with Scree plotting (Backhaus et al., 2013).
In a similar context, the procedure is even described in Kalantari et al. (2014) and
Kaźmierczak and Cavan (2011), mentioned in our introduction.
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